PREMIER ROAD TRAIN TRANSPORTATION
PROVIDE A VARIETY OF ELECTRIC AND DIESEL ROAD TRAIN TRANSPORTATION,
THAT CAN BE THEMED AND CONFIGURED TO YOUR NEEDS.
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ABOUT US.
OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.
TDI Production Solutions has a core team with over three decades of
experience in the design and supply of leisure transport systems to the
amusement industry around the world.

CONSULTING
Experienced transport consultants

Much of that experience comes from a heritage of transport & ride engineering
making us well placed to understand both the regulatory requirements and
operational needs to introduce a new and successful transport system to your

PLANNING

Dedicated production team

park or attraction.

OUR VEHICLES.
Care of environment is important to all of us, and TDI-PS have taken
that step towards a completely sustainable low impact range of
products, using the cleanest sources of power available for the
Leisure Industry. Each Road train product sold pays for a new tree to
be planted at sites around the globe. Small steps we hope that will
lead to a healthier planet for all.

MANUFACTURE
European manufacturing partners

The range of road-based vehicles can be customised to your own
individual style using vinyl wraps and themed features. We also offer
a wire guidance system and levels of Autonomy dependent on the
location and route.
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ROAD VEHICLE

The Vision power car is available with either a battery/electric motor or Euro 6,

VISION

homologated to operate on the public highway in Europe, Middle East, Asia and the

three litre, diesel engine supplied by VW. Vision’s power car and carriages are
USA/Canada, making the perfect cross over vehicles between leisure attractions
and public carparking areas.

FEATURES
Safety		
Automated people mover (APM) meets
all safety & operational standards

Navigation
Intelligent bogie and wheel system that
does away with expensive automated
track switches

Lightweight		
Lightweight vehicles require reduced
power consumption

Efficent		
Self-powered vehicles with energy
recovery and storage systems as
standard

High Capacity
Move up to 10,000 passenger per hour
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ELECTRIC SPECIFICATIONS
Power Train:

2 Electric motors each 17Kw powered by
Lithium-ion NMC Hyperdrive batteries; 80
volt, 79KW & 891,2 AH

Power Train:

VW 3 litre – 204HP – V6 – Euro 6 diesel
engine with low-speed regeneration
system

Drive:

4-wheel drive

Drive:

4-wheel drive

Body:

Fiberglass reinforced plastic body with
quality UV protection and gloss paint finish

Body:

Fiberglass reinforced plastic body with
quality UV protection and gloss paint finish

Charging Station:

Overnight charger supplied – fast charging
compliant

Transmission:

Automatic

Battery management
system:

Included

Steering:

Electric servo assisted

Brakes:

Transmission:

Automatic

Steering:

Electric servo assisted

Hydraulic disk brakes on all 4 wheels with
electric servo. Hydraulic negative parking
brake. Hydraulic-pneumatic convertor for
carriage brake control. Pneumatic circuit
for coach fail-safe braking

Brakes:

Hydraulic disk brakes on all 4 wheels with
electric servo. Hydraulic negative parking
brake. Hydraulic-pneumatic convertor for
carriage brake control. Pneumatic circuit
for coach fail-safe braking

Suspension:

Front suspension has helicoidal springs
& dampers, Rear suspension parabolic
springs

Dimensions:

Length 13ft (3.96m) – Width 6ft 4 in
(1.92m) – height 7ft 9in (2.36m) –
Wheelbase (7ft 9in (2.36m)

Minimum turning
circle:

11 Metres

Suspension:
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DIESEL SPECIFICATIONS

4 Corner air suspension for maximum
comfort, with helicoidal springs & dampers,
again on each corner

Dimensions:

Length 12ft (3.66m) – Width 6ft (1.83m)
– Height 8ft (2.44m) – wheelbase 7ft 8in
(2.34m)

Minimum turning
circle:

11 Metres

VISION CARRRIAGE
15 - 20 Passengers

4 Wheel Airover Hydraulic Fail-Safe Braking System

3 doors with windows

4 Wheel Steering System
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ROAD VEHICLE

DELGA

The Delga power car has a battery/electric motor and management system that
has been designed to incorporate components that are readily available around
the globe. With its carriages the Delga is homologated to operate on the public
highway in Europe, Middle East, Asia and the USA/Canada, making the perfect
cross over vehicles between leisure attractions and public carparking areas.

FEATURES
Sustainable		
Lithium Phosphate battery stings that
are safe, durable (15year life), and
perfect for opportunity charging.
Zero emission & easy to charge and

SPECIFICATIONS
Design

Power Train:

2 Electric motors each 17Kw powered by
Lithium-ion NMC Hyperdrive batteries; 80
volt, 79KW & 891,2 AH

detailing

Drive:

4-Wheel drive

Great driver visibility

Body:

Fiberglass reinforced plastic body with
quality UV protection and gloss paint finish.

Electric Charging
Station:

Overnight charger supplied – fast charging
compliant

Battery management
system:

Included

Transmission:

Automatic

Brakes:

Hydraulic disk brakes on all 4 wheels with
electric servo. Hydraulic negative parking
brake. Hydraulic-pneumatic convertor for
carriage brake control. Pneumatic circuit for
coach fail-safe braking

Suspension:

4 Corner air suspension for maximum
comfort, with helicoidal springs & dampers,
again on each corner

Dimensions:

Length 12ft (3.66m) – Width 6ft (1.83m)
– Height 8ft (2.44m) – wheelbase 7ft 8in
(2.34m)

Minimum turning circle:

11 Metres

Authentic Western theming including
smokestack, brass bell and beautiful

maintain so no major bills

Infotainment
Access
Access door at rear of drivers cab to
allow for restricted access

10

Quality infotainment system fitted
throughout the train
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ROAD VEHICLE

TAGUS

The Tagus is the real work horse of the range, with its 3 litre four wheel drive its
happy pulling 84 adult passengers in three Jumbo carriages up a gradient of 15%
day after day. As with our electric power cars the Tagus is homologated to operate
on the public highway in Europe, Middle East, Asia and the USA/Canada, making
the perfect cross over vehicles between leisure attractions and public carparking
areas.

FEATURES
Design
Authentic Western theming including
smokestack, brass bell, and beautiful
detailing.
Storage area in cab. Includes cup
holders and change pocket
Street legal exterior lighting

Build		
Fully air-conditioned driver’s cab

SPECIFICATIONS
Infotainment

Power Train:

VW 3 litre – 204HP – V6 – Euro 6 diesel
engine with low-speed regeneration
system

Drive:

4-Wheel drive

Body:

Fiberglass reinforced plastic body with
quality UV protection and gloss paint
finish.

Transmission:

Automatic

Steering:

Servo Assisted

Brakes:

Hydraulic disk brakes on all 4 wheels
with servo. Hydraulic negative parking
brake. Hydraulic-pneumatic convertor
for carriage brake control. Pneumatic
circuit for coach fail-safe braking

Suspension:

Front suspension has helicoidal
springs & dampers, Rear suspension
parabolic springs

Dimensions:

Length 13ft (3.96m) – Width 6ft 4 in
(1.92m) – height 7ft 9in (2.36m) –
Wheelbase (7ft 9in (2.36m)

Minimum turning circle:

11 Metres

Quality infotainment system fitted
throughout the train

Access
Access doors on both sides of driver’s
cab

Street legal exterior lighting
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CARRIAGES

FRESH CARRRIAGE
The Fresh Carriage is supplied with doors fixed on one side and
opening on the other as standard. Also provided are sound system
speakers, LED interior lighting emergency alert buttons and padded
seating. Constructed using high quality fixtures and fittings its
durability is held up by a number of original carriages are still in
operation from the 1990’s.
The dimensions of the Fresh are ideal for negotiating narrow streets
that twist and turn through attractions and historic cities alike. For
use on the public highway, you are limited up to three. The Jumbo

CARRIAGES

DIAMOND CARRRIAGE
The Diamond carriage has been designed to give the flexibility
to have a continuous all year round operation, keeping your
passengers in a comfortable environment. Ideal for zoo’s.
safari and wildlife parks, passengers can be safely contained
while enjoying the tour and its animals.
Special drop down windows have been designed to give
a feeling of openness and allow good photographic
opportunities for passengers in areas that it is safe to do so.

Fresh carriage seats 28 adults rather than 20, with all the same great
features.
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ROAD VEHICLE

T LINER

The T Liner is a high-capacity tram that due to its four-wheel steering on the
carriages an its tight turning circle will operate in the in relatively confined spaces.
The innovate design incorporates a structurally strong foam filled sandwich that

FEATURES
Design

does away with the traditional aluminum or steel framework. The T Liner is all

Elegant and innovative design

about sustainability and care of our environment, with power train options ranging

Large passenger capacity (112 adults)

from LPG engine, Hybrid and full electric.

Automatic locking access doors on
both sides

SPECIFICATIONS
Drive
Fast charging to allow 24/7
operation with full electric model

Infotainment
Excellent infotainment system

Navigation

CCTV Security recording system

Chassis:

VW 3 litre – 204HP – V6 – Euro 6 diesel
engine with low-speed regeneration system

Body:

4-Wheel drive

Flooring:

Fiberglass reinforced plastic body with quality
UV protection and gloss paint finish.

Doors:

Automatic

Lighting:

Servo Assisted

Infotainment:

Hydraulic disk brakes on all 4 wheels with
servo. Hydraulic negative parking brake.
Hydraulic-pneumatic convertor for carriage
brake control. Pneumatic circuit for coach failsafe braking

Security:

Front suspension has helicoidal springs &
dampers, Rear suspension parabolic springs

HVAC:

Length 13ft (3.96m) – Width 6ft 4 in (1.92m)
– height 7ft 9in (2.36m) – Wheelbase (7ft 9in
(2.36m)

Turning Circle:

11 Metres

Maximum gradient:

15%

Option of guided steering

16
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ROAD VEHICLE

THE CUBE

The Cube has been developed to operate at ground level on tyres, accommodating

SPECIFICATIONS

up to 10 people each. All Cubes are identical, interchangeable, and self-powered
from a lithium-ion power pack located beneath the pod floor.

Power:

Lithium Ion Battery

Electronic four-wheel steering ensures precise manoeuvring and docking in both

Dimension:

W 2100mm | L 2475mm | H 2300mm

Seating Capacity:

10 Adults

Turning Circle:

5 Metres

Access:

Low floor access & Wheelchair
accessible

Vehicle Status:

Vehicle status live link to control centre

directions without the need for turning circles at each end of the route, which
makes the whole system extremely space efficient.

FEATURES
Design

Drive

Stylish Composite bodyshell,
automated doors

Individually driven wheels

Bi-directional operation
Modular vehicle assembly design
Individual cars can be platooned to
create virtual train

Fast charging system to
maximise duty cycle

Infotainment
Passenger messaging system
linked with command centre

Navigation

Audio/visual advertising system

Wire in ground guidance system
Intelligent destination mapping
Future proofed for a fully autonomous
operation

18

Lithium Ion battery

GPS audio tour system
Audio/visual entertainment
system
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ROAD VEHICLE

LYNC MINITRAM

Lync, state-of-the-art, light transit vehicles are designed to provide your guests

SPECIFICATIONS

with a seamless experience whether it be as a car park link or tour vehicle. Being
bi-directional its lightweight construction makes it ideal for piers, or locations
where turning circles are restricted.

Seating Capacity:

25-120 (depending on configuration)

Power:

Rapid charging capability to cater for all duty
cycles

Operation:

Bi-directional operation

Guidance:

Patented guidance system available

Configuration:

one, two or three car configurations

Climate:

HVAC system available

FEATURES
Design

Drive

Composite bodyshell, with aluminium
chassis
Stylish driving cabs for bio-directional
operation
Modular vehicle assembly design
approach
Seating configuration to suit client
requirements

AC traction motors
Three phase invertors
Emission free

Infotainment
Passenger messaging system linked
with command centre

Navigation
Wire in ground guidance system
Low cost installation
Future proofed for a fully autonomous
operation
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Lithium-Ion phosphate batteries

Audio/visual advertising system
GPS audio tour system
Audio/visual entertainment system
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RAIL VEHICLE

VECTUS

Vectus is in effect an intelligent, automated people mover (APM) which meets all

SPECIFICATIONS

the safety and operational standards required of a traditional rail-based transit
system.

Propulsion:

Linear induction and/or rotary motors

Power Transfer:

Continuous current collection

Guidance:

Steel track with switch wheels

Capacity per vehicle:

6-8 Seated and 6 Standing

Laden Weight:

2500kg

Dimension:

H 2500mm | W 2100mm | L 3740mm

FEATURES
Safety

Lightweight

Automated people mover (APM) meets
all safety & operational standards.
We also have a CCTV security system
reporting back live detail to the control
room, helping to keep passengers safe
and well behaved requirements

Lightweight vehicles require reduced
power consumption

Efficent
Self-powered vehicles with energy
recovery and storage systems as
standard

Navigation
Intelligent bogie and wheel system
that does away with expensive
automated track switches

High Capacity
Move up to 10,000 passenger per hour
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PROJECTS.

NORTHWEST TREK WILDLIFE PARK
Northwest Trek are now replacing their old diesel tour trams with the new

GUADALAJARA ZOO

electric Vision model.
Through a terrain and route analysis carried out by TDI-PS we identified the
gradients, route length and scheduled stops. NWT can rest assured they can

Guadalajara zoo is located to the west of the city and boarded by some

run all day by charging at the terminus stations throughout the day within the

impressive hills. Although set in a beautiful location the hilly terrain means the

10-minute scheduled stop.

tour must climb and descend gradients of up to 13%.

•

Vehicle: Tagus Power Car

•

Carriages: Fresh Open Carriage

•

Theming: custom white and gold paint finish

•

Vehicle: Vision Power Car

•

Carriages: Vision passenger Carriage

•

Theming: finished in natural colours it embraces its environment

TORONTO ZOO
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE BIOPARK

24

Toronto Zoo intention was to introduce a new fleet by combining a robust
efficient heating system in the carriages for the cold winter months with a new

Located alongside the famous Rio Grande The Bio Park is split into two sites

drop down window especially developed for the zoo to maximise the cooling

with the Aquarium 1.5 miles also alongside the river. The Delga Electric tram

breeze in the summer months we believe this has resulted in a perfect solution

has been introduced to link these two sites with a sustainable people mover.

for a year round operation.

•
•

•

Vehicle: Tagus Power Car

•

Carriages: Diamond Executive Carriage

•

Theming: finished in white to allow the to apply its own vinyl wrap

Vehicle : Delga Electric power car
Carriages : Fresh Open Carriage
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LOREM IPSUM.
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TRANSPORT PLANNING.

CAPACITY ANALYSIS
TERRAIN ANALYSIS
The terrain of your site will dictate the types of transport
systems that you should consider. Using your master plan or
site map we can identify the type of terrain, gradients turning
points and radius of curves. All these factors are important

Once we have the terrain and route mapping completed it is
important to calculate an analysis of your visitors’ numbers
and ensure that the transport system will cope and peak
times. Happy guests are ones that come back again and
again, and an efficient people mover system is an integral
part of this.

in deciding which type of system would best suit your needs
and supply the information required to calculate the duty
cycle for an electric vehicle.

DUTY CYCLE MAPPING
ROUTE MAPPING

The TDI-PS philosophy and mission statement is to encourage
our industry to move towards renewable and sustainable

Using the terrain data, and information on the layout of major

energy choices. The battery powered vehicles are now top

attractions within the site, we can produce a route plan and

of the list, but operators are often worrying that the vehicles

flow chart to best distribute your visitors at the peak opening

will require either a battery change, or long period of charging

times, and then throughout the day.

during the day in order to meet the operational requirements.
Using new technology developed by our sister company for
the mass transport industry we have a fast-charging system
that can be made to fit with your busy daily duty cycle. We
advise you on the best battery type to meet your needs, that
will give you the durability needed for a busy operation.
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WWW.TDIPRODUCTIONSOLUTIONS.COM

|

+44(0)2036960941

|

INFO@TDI-PS.COM

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON (UK) | CAMBRIDGE (UK) | LISBON (PORTUGAL) | UAE | USA

